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The experience has provided us with the 
evidence that the higher is the fineness of a
metal, the more difficulties are encountered 
with its direct determination, since, in this 
case, the analysis error exceeds the sum of 
impurities. Producers of pure metals and 
semiconductors for electronics met this 
problem in the sixtieth of the last century.
From that time, the difference between 100
per cents and the sum of specified impurities 
has been accepted as the measure of the purity 
of a substance.
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Here we would like to present the results of 
interlaboratory comparative testing the 
fineness of two sets of certified samples, 
namely, pure gold and pure silver by the 
difference between 100 % and the total of 
specified impurities. A program of this 
comparative testing was developed and 
carried out in Russia with involving three 
accredited testing laboratories (TL – Testing 
Laboratories) and three industrial laboratories 
of plants – producers of fine precious metals 
(PL – Plant Laboratories).
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The Program was designed as an analogy to a 
Program of certified sample testing [ISO/IEC
Guide 43. ISO/CASCO 331, November 1996]. A 
set of fine gold samples consisting of 12 samples of 
different fineness certified within a range of 9950 –
9999 and set of fine silver samples consisting of 10 
samples of different fineness certified within a 
range of 9990 – 9999 were at disposal of the 
program manager. The samples of the sets had 
been selected in such a way as to meet the 
requirements  at a laboratory testing on technical 
competence under LBMA Good Delivery Rules.
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Atomic emission spectrometry with DC
Arc/Spark or ICP spectrum excitation 
were recommended as the methods for 
the determination of impurities and 
following fineness assessment by the 
difference between 100 % and the total 
of specified impurities.
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Spark Atomic emission spectrometer
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ICP spectrometer
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The correct assay of the sample fineness 
has been considered as the criterion for 
the estimation of the result quality.  A 
two-position scale with the assignment 
either positive (“satisfactory”) or 
negative (“non satisfactory”) label has 
been adopted. To gain a positive label 
while assaying a set of 12 gold samples 
or 10 silver samples, the results reported 
by a participant should satisfy the 
following requirements:
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• Within a range of 9997 – 9999:  there 
should be no difference between the 
certified fineness of a sample and the 
result reported by a participant.

• Within a range of 9996 and below: the 
maximum allowable difference of no more 
than 2 units should be revealed in no more 
than three samples.
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Thus, two parameters were calculated for a 
participant’s results on the sample fineness 
determination over a set of samples:

• ∆ - a value of the revealed difference 
between the certified fineness of a sample 
under consideration and the result obtained 
by a participant for the same sample.

• N∆ - the number of samples of the 
revealed difference over the set.
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Results of Gold Samples Fineness Assaying by Testing Laboratories

0999899,9810,0188999810

0999899,9840,0157999811

0999999,9930,0066999912

0999799,9740,026099979

0999699,9620,038599968

0999299,9220,077999927

-1997499,7440,256099756

0996799,6700,330099675

-1996599,6540,34699664

0996599,6510,349099653

0995299,5160,484099522

0995199,5110,489099511

∆FinenessAu,
% wt.

Impurities 
Total

TL-1Certified 
fineness

Sample
number
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0999999,9940,0065999910

0999899,9800,020099989

0999899,9770,022699988

0999699,960,040299967

0999699,9560,044499966

0999599,9470,052699955

-1999299,9210,079399934

0999399,9340,065999933

1999299,9240,075899912

0999099,9040,096499901

∆FinenessAg,
% wt.

Impurities 
Total

PL-1Certified 
fineness

Sample
number

Results of Silver Samples Fineness Assaying by Testing Laboratories
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Criteria Values for Results Quality 
Estimation at Fine Gold Analysis

0

4

0

0

TL-2

02000∆ = 2:   N∆ =

33412∆ = 1:   N∆ =Fineness 
determination within
a range of 9996 and 
below

00000∆ = 2:   N∆ =

00000∆ = 1:   N∆ =Fineness 
determination within 
a range of
9997-9999

PL-3PL-2PL-1TL-3TL-1Analytical Task and Quality Criteria
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Criteria Values for Results Quality 
Estimation at Fine Silver Analysis

10000∆ = 2:           N∆ =

25210∆ = 1:           N∆ =Fineness 
determination within
a range of 9996 and 
below

00000∆ = 2:           N∆ =

00000∆ = 1:           N∆ =Fineness 
determination within 
a range of
9997-9999

PL-3PL-2PL-1TL-2TL-1Analytical Task and Quality Criteria
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Within a fineness range 9997-9999, there 
are no differences between the 
preliminary assessed fineness of fine gold 
and silver samples and the results 
submitted by the participants.
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Within a fineness range 9996 and below, the 
differences between the preliminary assessed 
fineness of fine gold and silver samples and 
the results submitted by the participants equal 
to 1 unit for the most cases and are no more 
than 2 unit in 2 samples of Gold Set (results of   
PL-2), that does not exceed the allowable 
value.
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The results of the fine precious metals 
fineness assessment by the difference between 
100 % and the total of specified impurities, 
which have been obtained from the data of 
spectrographic analysis, have demonstrated a 
suitability of this way of the fineness 
assessment.
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Taking into account a heavily 
instrumentation of modern plant 
laboratories and availability of the updated 
version of spectrographic equipment having 
the capability to review the full spectrum 
for detection the impurities present, the 
method of the Gold and Silver fineness 
assessment by the data of spectrographic 
analysis should be regarded as exhibiting a 
good potentiality and expediency for wide 
application.


